We describe a new flow cytometry procedure in which DNA
analyses can be obtained selectively on pure, freshly obtained tumor cell subpopulations ofhuman tumor specimens. This procedure is based on exclusion from analysis of the contaminating lymphohemopoietic cells mixed with tumor cells in tumor specimens.
This exdusion is made possible by labeling all lymphohemopoietic cells with an antibody to HLe-1 (HLE), which is present on all lymphohemopoietic cells but on no other cells, and by gating against these labeled cells when analyzing for DNA. For the model system, Figure 1 . Human peripheral blood leukocytes (PBL), human epidenmoid cancer cells (HEP), and a 1 1 mixture ofthese cells (MIX) were analyzed three times by FCM, with total counts of 50,000. First analysis was for human leukocyte antigen HLe-1 (HLE) and is shown on the top row (l.HLE).
Then DNA analysis was performed twice, once gated on HLE channels between 10-255 to allow onlyfon human leukocytes to be analyzed (now lll.DNA/HLE 10-255), and next gated on HLEchannels between 0-9 to exclude all human leukocytes from analysis (now lV.DNA/HLEO-9). For each of these analyses, a DNA profle for total cells was also obtained without HLE gating as a control (row II DNA). All scales are linear. All the vertical axes span 0-4096 cells except PBL II, Ill, and IV, which span 0-8192cells. DNA Fluorescence (channel number) Figure 3 . A malignant ascites from adenocancinoma ofthe breast was analyzed for DNA distribution, without on with gating on the basis of HLE, to exclude human leukocytes, respectively for total (9200 cells) and tumor-purified populations (5000 cells on 54% of total cells). Cell-cycle analysis may be forced on total cell populations, but this will yield a result grossly different from that for tumor-purified population.
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DNA Fluorescence (channel number) Figure 4 . A squamous cell cancer of lung metastatic to a hilan lymph node was analyzed for DNA distribution, without or with gating on the basis of HLE, to exclude human leukocytes, nespectivelyfontotal(14,500 cells) and tumor-selected populations (10,000 cells or 69% of total cells). a: Figure 5 . A malignant pleural effusion with bladder cancer was analyzed for DNA distribution, without on with gating on the basis of HLE, to exclude human leukocytes, respectively for total (10.000 cells) and tumor-selected populations (1900 cells or 19% of total cells). 
